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Extending the leading order Watson optical Extending the leading order Watson optical 
potential to incorporate a cluster structurepotential to incorporate a cluster structure



Introduced by Watson in the 1950s:
► Multiple scattering expansion for optical potential 

Expansion in:
 particles active in the reaction
 antisymmetrized in active particles

 - in single scattering exact (weak binding limit)
 - in higher orders need to be checked

Spectator Expansion:

Siciliano, Thaler (1977)
Picklesimer, Thaler (1981)



Introduced by Watson in the 1950s:
► Multiple scattering expansion for optical potential 

Define a transition amplitude :     T = V + V G0(E) T
      Momentum space →Lippmann-Schwinger type integral equation

Hamiltonian:  H = H0 + V

Free Hamiltonian:   H0 = h0 + HA

          h0: kinetic energy of projectile ‘0’
         HA: target hamiltonian with  HA | = EA |

V: interactions between projectile ‘0’ and target nucleons ‘i’   V = A
i=0 v0i

Propagator is (A+1) body operator  G0(E) = (E – h0 – HA + i) -1 



Elastic Scatting

 
In- and Out-States have the target in the ground state |

0
 

Projector on ground state P = |00|

With  1=P+Q  and [P,G0]=0

For elastic scattering one needs  P T P = P U P + P U P G
0
(E) P T P

Or 
       T = U + U G0(E) P T
       U = V + V G0(E) Q U     optical potential

Remark: the P-space could contain more than one state for e.g. deriving a 
coupled channel problem



Elastic Scatting
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With  1=P+Q  and [P,G0]=0
For elastic scattering one needs  P T P = P U P + P U P G

0
(E) P T P

Or 
       T = U + U G0(E) P T
       U = V + V G0(E) Q U     optical potential

U(1)  A
i=0 0i        with                   τ0i = v0i + v0i G0(E) Q 0i

Look at leading order as example:



0i = v0i + v0i G0(E) Q 0i

● G0(E)-1 = (E – h0 – HA + i)  == (A+1) body operator 
– Closure approximation:

– Average over HA    fixed number (between 0 and EA/A)

 G0(e)  becomes a two body operator (closure)

    e :== ½ of the beam energy in the NN c.m. system == “impulse approximation” 
● Treatment of Q

– Define “two-body” operator t0ifree by
– t0ifree = v0i + v0i G0(e) t0ifree

– and relate via integral equation to oi

–  oi = t0ifree - t0ifree G0(e) oi       [integral equation]

– Important for keeping correct iso-spin character of optical potential

–                  U(1) = Ai=1 oi =:  N n + Z p



Today:Today:  ab initioab initio framework for the  leading order in the  framework for the  leading order in the 
spectator expansionspectator expansion

central spin-orbit

tensor} 

↓ ↓

 NN interaction (usually based on χEFT) for structure and reaction calculation

Wolfenstein representation general for any NN interaction



Ingredients needed from structure calculations:

Nonlocal and translationally invariant one-body density matrix

K
s
 can have values 0 and 1

K
s 
=0  → Scalar nonlocal one-body density

K
s 
=1  →

Only one term survises

Transform momentum variables

Spin-projected momentum distribution



First PotentialComputingComputing the leading order effective potential the leading order effective potential  

effective
interaction( ) reaction

information
structure

information
thing that puts
them together ( )( )( )= x

S=0,1

scatter off nucleus
with 

0+ ground state 

ρ1
α

ρ0
α   == scalar one-body density matrix

== spin-projected momentum distribution



First Potential

with

ComputingComputing the leading order effective potential  (open shell)   the leading order effective potential  (open shell)  
 

effective
interaction( ) reaction

information
structure

information
thing that puts
them together ( )( )( )= x

matter distribution
= density

spin-projected momentum distribution



NNLO
opt 

Chiral interaction

Burrows et al, Phys.Rev.C 102 (2020) 3, 034606

Differential Cross Sections for light nuclei



 He-Isotopes at higher energies

NNLO
opt 

Chiral interaction



Polarization for He-Isotopes at lower energies

NNLO
opt 

Chiral interaction

Measurements from RIKEN

 --- full ab initio calculation



Polarization for He-Isotopes at lower energies

NNLO
opt 

Chiral interaction



Time-travel about 10 years back:

RIKEN:  6He(p,p)6He

S. Sakaguchi et al. Phys.Rev. C84 (2011) 024604 

Started theoretical activites to understand A
y

Weppner/Elster,  Crespo/Thompson,  Crespo/Moro



Challenges for 6He

6He is loosely bound nucleus
 with cluster structure:
       Alpha core + 2 valance neutrons

6He is spin-0 nucleus
NOT a closed-shell nucleus 
            Theoretically successfully addressed today  

Idea: ● In leading-order multiple scattering one target nucleon is involved in the elastic 
scattering process

● Thus replace an A nucleus structure by a cluster structure and scatter from 
nucleons in the clusters

● For a cluster structure introduce additional momentum between clusters in folding 
intergral of the calculation



Cluster Folding Optical Potential (n+n+)

Jacobi momenta  

Correlation Density

Cluster optical potential
 p3/2 Harmonic Oscillator state

Computational: instead of 3D now 6D integral 



Diagrammatic: Optical Potential for 6He as cluster +n+n

Weppner, Elster, PRC 85, 044617 (2012)

Cluster model by Zhukov, Korsheninnikov, Smedberg (COSMA)
S-wave HO for α and n in p

3/2
 state



For calculation:
NN t-matrix:  Nijmegen II potential
Densities:
COSMA density == s & p- shell harmonic oscillator wave functions
Fitted to give rms radius of 6He

COSMA single particle OP

COSMA cluster OP

α - HFB + n - COSMA

 - HFB + n – COSMA
no correlations

6He (p,p) 6He 
@ 71 MeV



For calculation:
NN t-matrix:  Nijmegen II potential
Densities:    COSMA density == s & p- shell harmonic oscillator wave functions
Fitted to give rms radius of 6He

COSMA single particle OP

COSMA cluster OP

α - HFB + n - COSMA

 - HFB + n – COSMA
no correlations

6He (p,p) 6He
 @ 71 MeV



Summary: 
Cluster optical potential can be constructed in a few-body 
ansatz 
For α+n+n a large effort for very small return

Underlying reason for A
y 
issue is not solved

Fast forward to 2022

Systematic studies of NA observables with respect to 
 NN chiral orders available



Study of order-by-order truncation error for 
LENPIC SCS χEFT NN interaction in 4He scattering observables 

65 MeV

NN spin orbit enters at NLO

That gives wrong trend for A
y

   for all He-isotopes

  In an optical model picture 
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At energies below 100 MeV the Ay of 4He does not follow 
 Spin-orbit trend as other light nuclei – still not understood. 



 He-Isotopes at higher energies

NNLO
opt 

Chiral interaction


